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Real spike time sequences can exhibit considerable varia-
bility. Conventional correlation methods [1,2] that require
in general long time duration sequences cannot be reliably
used to discover frequency components or time constants
that might exist at shorter time scales. Recently we intro-
duced a phasefunction method [3] to characterize much
shorter duration spike time data, which can show periodi-
city and time constants present in fewer number of spike
times than needed by correlation methods. We use an
autophase function to systematically explore the temporal
frequencies in spike time sequences recorded from rat glo-
bus pallidus neurons of basal ganglia in slices.
Globus pallidus neurons spike spontaneously. The
spontaneity can produce rhythmic oscillations over hours
of in vitro recordings. However, the spike times are
known to have considerable variability among spike
times [4,5]. The change in variability can be on the order
of seconds. The resultant interspike interval histograms
defy conventional classification into gamma distributions,
and instead follow approximately log-normal distribu-
tions. Application of autophase function method to these
spike times reveals strong periodicity at short time scales.
Thus it is puzzling that a random distribution can
emerge from such strong oscillations. We investigate the
changes in periodicity in time in globus pallidus neurons,
and the effect of rate on the disruption of their frequency.
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